CGI’s Global
Delivery Model
A best-fit delivery model
for your business needs

CGI’s extensive
global delivery
network is the
foundation of
our service
delivery model
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CGI’s global delivery model helps drive down costs and speed up implementation of strategic
initiatives, enabling you to compete and win in the global economy. At CGI, we invest to meet
our clients’ future challenges through a full portfolio of services and flexible delivery options that
balance cost, quality and risk.
Our best-fit delivery approach includes CGI’s client proximity model that provides for local
resources to deliver the quick response and local accountability required for success. Through
these local teams, we offer competitive services leveraging an optimal blend of delivery centers,
either locally or globally, all operating under CGI’s Management Foundation to generate
consistent results.

Global delivery network
advantages
XX Maintenance of on-site delivery of activities that benefit from client
proximity
XX Local support to provide quick response time

Client proximity
through a
best-fit local
and global
presence

XX Flexible, expandable service delivery and support through a combination of
delivery centers that provide the right skills from the right location, at the right
time, and for the best price
XX Strategic approach to protect clients against cyber threats
XX Stringent governance and quality standards, along with coherent
productivity tools, processes, metrics, and automations to provide for reliable
and effective services
XX Proven knowledge management and transfer methodology to ensure
knowledge protection
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CGI’s model
provides
flexibility to
adapt to
our clients
business
needs
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Customized solutions using
best-fit delivery approach
With CGI’s governance model and approach, our clients benefit from a personalized global
delivery solution tailored to a range of factors, including the following:

CGI clients value our ability to provide
a blended global delivery model
“CGI is the global partner of our company, as part of a multi-year
application development and maintenance contract covering
business applications in supply chain and logistics, marketing
and sales, and enterprise performance management. We deliver
our services via a blend of onshore, nearshore and offshore
delivery options, with several hundred FTEs worldwide, in a
co-management framework. This innovative, best‑in-class
governance model provides the highest level of collaboration
and intimacy, promoting entrepreneurship and enabling our longlasting, value-driven partnership to thrive.”
Global Executive
International Manufacturer

“CGI demonstrated strong leadership and a clear ability to impart
change and maturity into our company, both in terms of evolving
the IT estate but also our working practices and behaviours. It
was that leadership stance and transformational change capability
that really stood out for us during the selection process, as well
as impressive synchronisation across CGI’s global offices when it
came to systems and processes.”
Chief Technology Officer
European Telecommunication Provider
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What is the best-fit delivery model
for your business requirements?

Contact CGI to learn more:
Visit cgi.com, or contact us at
info@cgi.com.
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About CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is one of the largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. Operating in hundreds of locations
across the globe, CGI professionals help clients to achieve their
goals, including becoming customer-centric digital organizations. We
deliver an end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from high-end IT and
business consulting to systems integration, outsourcing services
and intellectual property solutions that help accelerate clients’
results. CGI works with clients around the world through a unique
client proximity model complemented by a global delivery center of
excellence network to help clients accelerate results, transform their
organizations and drive competitive advantage.

For more information about CGI,
visit www.cgi.com, or contact us at info@cgi.com.
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